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You should receive a call Thursday morning from INSCOM either between 8:15-9:00, or between 10:15-

10:45.Jim and I called Eileen Rogic (Chief, IRR) and answered her questions in a general way after being 

briefed by you and Laura.Kevin says that this particular notice will NOT be published in the Federal Register 

until this Friday the 13th; but our letter with the Federal Register enclosure attached was mailed to Jack 

Matthews on February 26th. We mailed him the earlier, courtesy notification on February 20th.The entire 

package of letters, including the document itself, with their desired redactions, and an unmarked copy (for you 

to mark up during the phone call if you desire) is in a brown envelope in your in-box in the SCIF--namely, shelf 

4, row 1B.Elaine Rogic indicated that INSCOM may be about to propose a compromise. Reminders: they earlier 

released a document in full which they identified Jordan James Pfuntner (associated with A-66) as a controlled 

Army source; Michelle says that the Army told the CIA they consider that an "inadvertent release," but that 

fact is in our favor. (The Army never notified US that they considered it an inadvertent release.) Also--I know I 

am preaching to the choir, but the individuals named in the document now in question appear to be much 

more central to the mythology of the assassination than Mr. Pfuntner, and therefore presumably it would be 

harder for INSCOM to justify that withholding the information outweighs the public interest in its release. END
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